
Microfibre technology enables 
damp and dry cleaning
with the same powerful mop

Two powerful 

mops in one

DampDry 31
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Quality Galaxen Hotel, Sweden
Sweden’s Quality Galaxen Hotel prides 
itself on impeccable cleanliness and has 
achieved the top rating for cleanliness 
amongst Scandinavia’s Nordic Choice 
Hotels. “We’re proud of our top rating and 
work very hard to maintain it,” says the 
hotel’s director, Anneli Aspman.

As part of this work, the hotel recently 
switched to the DampDry 31 and has been 
very impressed with the change. “Before we 
switched, our mops left piling on the floor,” 
explains Ulrika Heier, who uses the DampDry 
31 herself at the hotel. “With the DampDry 
31, we see no piling at all,” she says.

Ms Heier also notes that lower friction 
enables the DampDry 31 to move more 
easily across the floor, saving both time and 
physical effort for the hotel’s cleaning staff.

Still, cleanliness is king in the hotel business, 
and the DampDry 31 has helped Ms Heier 
and her colleagues maintain the hotel’s 
top-rated standards. “The DampDry 31 
makes a visible difference – the floors really 
are spotless,” Ms. Heier says. 
Ms. Aspman can only agree: “The DampDry 
31 is helping us to uphold our reputation for 
cleanliness,” she concludes.

“The DampDry 31 makes 
a visible difference – the 
floors really are spotless.”
Ulrika Heier, Quality Galaxen Hotel, Sweden

Two powerful mops 
in one
Designed for use in hotels, hospitals and other 
facilities where hygiene is critical, the Vikan DampDry 
31 enables damp and dry cleaning with a single 
advanced microfibre mop. The result is faster, more 
ergonomic and more effective cleaning where 
cleaning counts most.

Innovative microfibre cleaning surface
The key to the DampDry 31’s ability to handle both 
damp and dry mopping is its innovative cleaning 
surface. The microfibre edges generate static 
electricity that picks up all dust and dirt particles 
when mopping dry. The mop’s centre is enhanced 
with polyester to reduce friction when damp-
mopping. The new mop comes with the same “500 
uses and washes” guarantee we provide for all our 
microfibre mops.

Combine the new cleaning surface with a low-friction, 
lightweight design where pre-dampening means no 
wringing or water/detergent changes, and you have a 
mop that is highly ergonomic as well as effective.

No more need for separate mops
Equally suited for damp and dry cleaning, the 
DampDry 31 saves you from having to buy, store 
and use two separate mops to get the work done. 
For your business, this means savings on overall 
mop costs, storage space savings, and savings 
through streamlined procurement and inventory 
management.

Hospitals, hotels and more
The DampDry 31 and Vikan’s entire range of hygienic 
cleaning tools are ideal for use in hospitals, hotels, 
schools, offices and anywhere else where hygiene 
demands require professional cleaning processes 
and products.
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Microfibre technology 
enables damp and dry 
cleaning with the same 
powerful mop.

Illustrated:
Aluminium Top Regulated Handle – Art. no 296218
Mop Frame, 40 cm – Art. no 374218
DampDry 31, 40 cm – Art. no 547640


